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Dr. Kalervo Oberg, 1901-73
WE deeply regret to announce the death on 11 July 1973 of Dr. Kalervo Oberg, a former
field research fellow of the Institute. Dr. Oberg went to Uganda in 1934 and will be known
to readers of Africa for his account of 'The Kingdom of Ankole in Uganda' in African
Political Systems, edited by Professor Meyer Fortes and the late Sir Edward Evans-Pritchard,
which was first published in 1940 and has since been reprinted many times. Dr. Oberg com-
pleted his field work in 1937 and returned to Chicago. He then held appointments in Sao
Paulo and at various other universities, down to his retirement from the University of
Southern California in 1967.

Symposium on Afro-American Culture in Venezuela
THE first Symposium on Afro-American Culture in Venezuela was organized by the Insti-
tute of Anthropology and History of the Central University of Venezuela (UCV) in June
1973 in Caracas. Specialists present included Santos Rodulfo Cortes, Miguel Acosta-Saignes,
Francisco Brito-Figueroa, Luis Felipe Ramon y Rivera, Isabel Arets, and Angelina Pollak-
Eltz.

The Symposium dealt in particular with the African heritage in Venezuela, from the
viewpoint of history, anthropology, musicology, and folklore. The papers presented are to
be published by the UVC.

{Communicated by Professor Luis Beltran, Afro-Hispanic Studies Group)

International Congress of Africanists
THE International Congress of Africanists was inaugurated in 1963 when its statutes came
into force. It is an organization of scholars from all over the world whose studies, research,
and/or teaching have relevance to Africa in any academic discipline. Its first session was
held in Accra; its second in Dakar in 1967. The third session was held in Addis Ababa from
9 to 19 December 1973, at the invitation of the Imperial Ethiopian Government, and was
presided over by Dr. Aklilu Habte, the President of Haile Sellassie I University. The
Secretary-General was Nicholas Otieno (Kenya), the Treasurer Claude Meillassoux (France).
The meetings were officially opened by His Imperial Majesty Haile Sellassie I.

The theme of this third Congress was the economic, social, political, and scientific
development of Africa, and there were about 300 participants, one-third of whom were of
African nationalities. Proceedings were organized in six main sections:

Historical Development: Chairman: R. Oliver (School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London).

Economic Development: Chairman: Taye Gullilat (Haile Sellassie I University).
'PoliticalDevelopment: Chairman: Kenneth Kirkwood (Oxford University).
Scientific Development: Chairman: I. Malu (Universite Nationale de Zaire).
Social Development: Chairman: I. Lewis (London School of Economics).
Cultural Development: Chairman: A. Laroui (Universite Mohamed V, Rabat).
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Papers presented at these meetings will be published in abstract form, and selected papers in
full, during 1974.

Apart from the programmed sessions, several special interest groups met to consider
specific problems, notably the contribution scholars might make to the solution of problems
of drought and famine (Chairman: Claude Meillassoux), and the need for developing
research and documentation on Southern Africa (Chairman: Gwendolen Carter, North-
western University).

The Congress accepted the invitation of the Government of the Republique de Zaire to
hold the next Congress in four to five years' time in Zaire. The office-bearers of the new
Permanent Bureau are to be Professor Tshibangu Tshishiku, Rector of the Universite
Nationale de Zaire (President); Professor V. Y. Mudimbe, Dean of the Faculte de Lettres
on the Lubumbashi campus of UNAZA (Secretary-General), and Professor J. Ajayi, Vice-
Chancellor, University of Lagos (Treasurer). The theme of the fourth Congress will be
chosen by the new permanent bureau; there was a general consensus that this theme should
be within the field of development, possibly centred on problems of poverty, and that
sessions should be allocated to inter-disciplinary discussion on particular aspects of the
general theme.

The Congress also accepted in principle the invitation of Dr. Lule, Secretary-General of
the Association of African Universities, to establish a permanent office at the AAU's head-
quarters in Accra.

(Communicated by Merran Fraenkel)

Conference on Anthropology and Dance
THE Committee on Research in Dance (CORD) is holding its 1974 conference in conjunc-
tion with the Annual Meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology, from 24 to 27 October
in San Francisco. The meeting is open to all interested scholars and students.

Its purpose is (a) to contribute to the development of the field of dance anthropology;
(b) to foster a dialogue among researchers within an area of expertise as well as between
areas; (c) to present research data to generate theoretical and methodological insights;
(d) to publish the proceedings in CORD's annual publication.

There will be three types of panels: with two or more papers and discussants; with
several people presenting 2-3 page research communications and discussants; panels com-
bining papers and short research communications.

The CORD Programme Committee invites anthropologists to present papers or short
communications or to be discussants. Abstracts (about 250 words) or outlines and discussant
subject area interest should be sent to Judith Lynne Hanna, P.O. Box 1062, Englewood
Cliffs, N.J. O7632.

Second World Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture
THE Second World Black and African Festival of Art and Culture will be held in Lagos,
Nigeria, from 4 January to 1 February 1975. There will be approximately 20,000 entrants
from the 71 participating countries representing the Black and African population of the
world. The main aims of the Festival are to bring Blacks together in their area of origin; to
create a forum for Black artists to show their works internationally, and to show the con-
tribution they have made to world culture.

It is expected that about 100 artists will represent the U.K. and the Irish Republic at the
Festival and all artists are invited to register with the Festival Committee and submit their
ideas for the programme. Anyone wishing to participate or assist in any way, to attend the
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